In this note, we show by a proof-theoretical argument that in full linear logic the set of formulas for which contraction and weakening are admissible (the set of saturated formulas) does not coincide (up to equivalences) with the set of exponentiated formulas. This solves an open problem of Schellinx.
Introduction
The dual roles of exponentials !, ? in full (propositional) linear logic (LL) are well known: they are devised to recover the power of the missing structural rules (weakening and contraction) and, at one time, to allow a good control of the cut-elimination procedure. Hence, from this proof-theoretical perspective, the study of the exponentials in LL may be considered as a direct way to understand the logical power of weakening and contraction: in other words, what occurs as a problem in the theory of exponentials is ultimately a problem about the significance of these structural rules in Gentzen's classical (or intuitionistic) sequent calculus. In Schellinx observes that 'is tempting to claim that ?5 = Sw I") Sc-Though it is hard to imagine the shape of a possible counter-example, proper evidence for this conjecture is lacking'. In this note, we give an answer to this question by showing a counter-example: there exist formulas A for which weakening and contraction are admissible, but which are not provably equivalent to 1A (i.e. the sequent =>• {1A) L , A is not provable). In other terms, IS ^ Sw n So-For a semantical characterization of the saturated formulas in the multiplicative fragment of LL, the reader is referred to [2] . Let B denote the formula (p x pl) ®p. We put:
Then, Vm, n 2 , n 3 , n 4 , n 5 , n 6 G N we have that \f => B^\ B?, B% 3 
, B?, B^,
PROOF. It is shown by induction that, Vs e N, no sequent of the form => B" 1 , B% 2 , has a proof of length s. I PROPOSITION 2.4 Let B denote the formula (p^pl) <8>p-
PROOF. If the sequent in question were provable, then any cut-free proof of it would end as follows:
\(\((B®B)pB±)®B),?((BJ-pB±)®B),B± B)pB i -) ® B), ?
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We are now ready to prove our result. THEOREM 2.5 ?SjLS w r)S C -PROOF. The previous proposition guarantees that the formula A = ?((B x pB x ) ® B)pB ± with B = (p x pl) ®p is not exponentiated. Now it suffices to verify, with the help of Proposition 2.1, that A G Sw and A 6 ScIndeed, we have: (ii) The formulas of £(LL) are defined inductively as follows:
